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Abstract
In this paper we investigate properties of continuous time chiral quantum walks, which possess
complex valued edge weights in the underlying graph structure, together with an initial Gaussian
wavefunction spread over a number of vertices. We demonstrate that, for certain graph topology
and phase matching conditions, we are able to direct the flow of probability amplitudes in a
specific direction inside the graph network. We design a quantum walk graph analogue of an
optical circulator which is a combination of a cycle and semi-infinite chain graphs. Excitations
input into the circulator from a semi-infinite chain are routed in a directionally biased fashion to
output to a different semi-infinite chain. We examine in detail a two port circulator graph which
spatially separates excitations flowing back in forth between the two semi-finite chains to
directionally occupy the top or bottom half of the cycle portion of the circulator. This setup can be
used, for example, to detect non-Markovian processes, which leads to information and energy
back-flow from the bath back into the system.
1. Introduction
Quantum walks provide a quantum analogue of classical random walks [1]. Different from a classical
walker, a quantum walker can be in a superposition state and can co-exist at many vertices. The interference
of these superposition states result in extraordinary probability distributions of the walker at different
positions over time [2, 3]. In continuous-time quantum walks (CTQW), the walker traverses various
vertices following a Hamiltonian evolution [4–7]. The CTQW model of quantum computing [8] is shown
to be universal [9], which makes CTQWs a general platform for developing quantum software and
applications.
The basic quantum postulates require that in CTQW, the time evolution must be unitary. To achieve a
directional bias for the walker’s dynamics while keeping the time evolution unitary has proved challenging
in the literature. Previously, directionality has been incorporated in quantum stochastic walks [10–13]
through non-unitary evolution of open quantum systems described by the Lindblad equation [14]. Other
methods to achieve biased transport include using a time-dependent Hamiltonian [15] and Hamiltonian
with PT-symmetry [16–18] or a unitary-dilation approach [19]. Recently, zero transfer has been proposed
in CTQW by weighted edges [20].
In this work, we engineer a spatially biased CTQW but we do so in a manner which neither uses time
dependent Hamiltonians nor non-unitary evolution. Instead we will draw upon our previous work [21],
used to achieve directed transfer in path and cycle configurations of wave guides with varying propagation
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constants and show how a similarly constructed Hamiltonian achieves directed transfer in chiral quantum
walks (CQW) on path and cycle graphs. We show that with a certain arrangement of edge weights directed
transfer can be achieved in path and cycle graphs and a combination path and cycle graphs (which we
denote as the circulator graph (CG)), using an initial state which is a Gaussian wave packet spread over a
number of sites [22, 23]. We investigate the behaviour of directed transfer in these graphs as a function of
the initial width of the Gaussian wave packet. We study the potential use of the combination CG to flag the
direction of energy transport. Similar to a normal optical circulator we find that this CG can be used to
direct different inputs to different outputs. We show that when operating with an initial Gaussian
wave-packet, this CG can be used to detect non-Markovianity or channel noise, which leads to information
back-flow. This is achieved by changing the weights of certain edges.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we give a short background on graph theory and
CTQWs. In section 3 we explain our approach for directed transfer for path and cycle graphs and for a
combination of the two—the CG. We describe how a CTQW on the CG can be used as a way to detect
non-Markovianity in a coupling to a bath, indicating when information/excitation flows back into the
system from the bath in section 4. We explore the dependence of the initial Gaussian wave-packet width on
directed transfer and relate it to uncertainty principle in section 5. Finally we conclude in section 6.
2. Background
A graph G comprises a set of vertices V and a set of edges E, where each edge contains a pair of vertices
(a, b) such that a, b ∈ V. In directed graphs the pair (a, b) represents an edge from a to b, the vertices are
then said to be adjacent. We can construct an adjacency matrix A such Aij = wij [24], where wij is the
weight of an edge, which can be real or complex. Aij = 0 if an edge does not exist between two vertices.
The vertices can be connected in a variety of ways. If each vertex is adjacent to the previous one, then
graph G is called a path. A cycle is a path where the first and last vertex in the sequence that describes the
path is the same. The cycle graph with n vertices is denoted by Cn [25]. In this work we are in particularly
interested in a combination of path and cycle graphs.
Quantum walks may be discrete [1] or continuous [8]. Continuous time quantum walk (CTQW) is the
quantum analogue of the continuous time classical random walk [26]. For a graph G with n vertices, the
state of the walker at any time t is |ψ(t〉) and is given in the set of n orthonormal basis {|1〉, |2〉, . . . , |n〉},





is governed by the Hamiltonian H. The Hamiltonian H is Hermitian and is equal to the adjacency matrix A
[26]. A weighted adjacency matrix with elements
Aij = hij for (i, j) ∈ E(G)
= 0 otherwise (2)
has hij = hji, for A and hence H is Hermitian. An interesting phenomena is the CQW, where the edge
weights are complex and involve complex phases in the adjacency matrix
A’ij = e
iαij hij for (i, j) ∈ E(G)
= 0 otherwise, (3)
where αij = −αji and hij = hji for hermiticity. More specifically, each edge in the original graph becomes
two directed edges in opposite directions with complex edge weights which are complex conjugates of each
other.
The time evolution of the walker depends on both the adjacency matrix A and the initial state |ψ(0)〉 of
the walker. The initial state of the walker plays a vital role in the directed transfer described below.
3. Directed transfer
Directed transfer arranges the walker to move in a certain preferred directions while suppressing movement
in other, unwanted directions. Controlled time-asymmetric transport in a palindromic quantum circuits
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has been demonstrated experimentally with high fidelity using local gates where the walker is initialized at a
single vertex [27]. This work, although demonstrating enhanced chiral transfer probabilities, does not lead
to complete control of the direction of propagation due primarily to the single-vertex localisation of their
initial state. Initial states which are not localised on a single vertex have been used in various quantum walk
algorithms. These include spatial search algorithm with initial state as superposition of all the vertices [9],
and the quantum NAND tree algorithm [8], where the initial state is taken as a Gaussian wave-packet over a
subset of vertices. It has been reported that the Gaussian wave-packet is often a promising initial state for
modelling physical phenomena [28].
It is often assumed that the unitarity of the time evolution of a CTQW and CQW makes the standard
quantum walk model incapable of demonstrating directed transfer. Two approaches have been used so far
to achieve directed transfer in quantum walks. First, non-unitary evolution, which can be achieved by
coupling the walk to open quantum systems via evolution described by Lindblad equation [14], can lead to
directionality [10] in a CTQW. Second, time-dependent Hamiltonian operators [21] have been proposed for
directed transfer.
In this work we describe how to achieve directed transfer without resorting to non-unitary dynamics or
a time-dependent Hamiltonian. A central ingredient in our protocol is the choice of the initial state to be a
Gaussian wave-packet, distributed over a number of adjacent vertices. We choose this type of initial state so
that the initial state has a well defined position and momentum and evolves in a manner which has low
dispersion and whose direction of propagation on the graph can be highly directed though the introduction
of complex edge weights. We find that we can control the propagation directions by manipulating the initial
Gaussian state and by engineering destructive interference along unwanted paths in the graphs. We achieve
the extreme case of transport enhancement and suppression in path, cycle and circulant graphs, thus
allowing the transfer of information preferentially along certain directions.
In this paper we will define our unnormalised initial state to be a Gaussian wave on some subset of









where the wave is centred at vmid and has width, σ. d(vmid, j) is some distance measure between vmid and
vertex j. For the graphs that we consider, the path graph and cycle graph, Vin will always consist of adjacent
vertices on a path hence we will define d(vmid, j) and Vin as
d(vmid, j) = |vmid − j|, (5)
Vin = V(G), (6)
where we use a lexicographical ordering of vertex labels.
We consider the dynamics of a CTQW over a graph containing N vertices, where we can depict the
vertices as being spatially distributed, and coupled via a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian [21], given by


















Jj,j+1 is the interaction energy between site j and site j + 1, ωj is self-energy of site j and σ
†
j and σj are the
creation and annihilation operators of site j respectively [21]. For path configurations N0 = N − 1. For cycle
configurations N0 = N and N0 + 1 = 1. In general, the term Jj,j+1σ
†
j σj+1 can be interpreted as a weighted
directed edge from vertex j to j + 1. The same holds for the Hermitian conjugate term (h.c.), Jj+1,jσ
†
j+1σj,
which is interpreted as a directed edge from vertex j + 1 to j. The state vector, |ψ(t)〉, satisfies Schrödinger’s
equation
|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ(0)〉, (10)
where U(t) = e−iHt/ and |ψ(0)〉 is the initial wave vector.
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Figure 1. Proposed complex weighted cycle graph for directed transfer (complex conjugate edge weights not labelled).
To achieve directed transfer in these configurations, previous works [21, 29], stipulated that
Jj,j+1 = Jj+1,j = J, where J is some real constant for all j, while the propagation constants βj, were also
chosen such that βj increases linearly between adjacent sites. These previous works achieved directed
transfer by periodically spatially flipping the βj, that is, β1 ↔ βN,β2 ↔ βN−1, . . . and so on. Hence the
resulting Hamiltonian is time-dependent. We achieve essentially the same effect by making the edge weights
complex and linearly increasing, while the self energy is kept constant. This keeps the Hamiltonian time
independent.
In our work, we consider a graph consisting of N vertices, where the coupling is now complex
Jj,j+1 ∼ exp(iαj), the phase angle of the complex edge weight, αj, increases linearly from 0 to π along
consecutive edges. Unlike the cases described above, our Hamiltonian (which is based upon the adjacency
matrix) is strictly time-independent.
3.1. Cycle graphs
We construct a cycle graph consisting of N vertices such that phase angle of the complex edge weights, α,
increases linearly from 0 to π along consecutive edges. This is illustrated in figure 1. The adjacency matrix of




0 1 0 . . . 0 e−iπ
1 0 ei
π
N−1 . . . 0 0
0 e−i
π







0 0 0 . . . 0 ei
(N−2)π
N−1






Instead of starting the walker at a single site we consider a normalised Gaussian wave-packet of width of
σ = N/10. Evolving the Schrödiner equation (10), we plot in figure 2(a), the probability of the walker being
at any given vertex as a function of time for a cycle graph with N = 51 vertices with weightings described as
above. We observe that the wave packet move in a chiral manner—towards decreasing site numbers. One
can reverse the direction of transfer by flipping the sign of all phase angles, eiαj → e−iαj , in the Hamiltonian,
as shown in figure 2(b). When the wave packet fully travels across the entire cycle no reflection occurs
effectively exhibiting clockwise or counter-clockwise motion.
Recall that for bipartite graphs the introduction of directional bias is impossible if the walk is initialised
at a single vertex [15, 27]. We note that cycle graphs, CN, where N is even are bipartite and yet, directed
transfer is achieved for CN for all N using our construction and initial Gaussian packets. Furthermore we
observe no key difference between the probability distributions for even and odd N unlike previous results
[15, 27].
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Figure 2. Probability Pj , of finding the walker at a given vertex j, as a function of time for the cycle graph with N = 51 vertices
with ramped complex coupling weights αj. Top plot (a) shows the probability evolving under the Hamiltonian with complex
edge weights chosen as in figure 1 while bottom plot (b) shows the case where signs of all complex edge weights have been
reversed.
Figure 3. Complex weighted path graph that achieves directed transfer (complex conjugate edge weights not labelled).
3.2. Path graphs
One can consider ‘unwrapping’ the cycle graph into a path graph and adjusting edge weights such that the




0 1 0 . . . 0 0
1 0 ei
π
N−2 . . . 0 0
0 e−i
π







0 0 0 . . . 0 eiπ




Figure 3 shows the path graph with N vertices with complex edge weights as given in equation (12). The
phase angle increases linearly from 0 to π from left to right as depicted.
We initialise the walk on PN, with a Gaussian wave-packet with σ =
N
15 , initially centred at j = 25.
Figure 4 shows the probability of finding the walker at a given vertex as a function of time for P51. The wave
packet propagates initially towards lower indexed verticies. When the wave reaches the boundary at j = 0 it
undergoes near perfect reflection and then propagates in the opposite direction towards larger indexed
vertices. This near-perfect geometric propagation and reflection repeats every time a boundary is
encountered. By reversing the sign of all complex edge weights we achieve initially directed transfer to larger
indices as shown in figure 4.
Once again we note that the path graph is an example of a tree graph (and is also bipartite), and thus
evolution from a single site cannot lead to directional propagation. However, our results show that
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Figure 4. Directed geometric propagation and reflection of a Gaussian wave packet in a path graph. We plot the probability of
measuring the walker at a given vertex as a function of time for the path graph with N = 51 vertices. Top plot (a) shows the
results with complex edge weights as shown in figure 3 while bottom plot (b) shows the case where signs of all complex edge
weights have been reversed.
Figure 5. The circular graph, which combines path and cycle graphs to transfer information from one path to the other. The
arrows show the flow of energy—excitations input onto the central cycle from the left path graph flow in a counterclockwise
manner and exit towards the right on to the right path graph. Similarly excitations moving towards the left on to the central cycle
from the right path graph flow counter clockwise and exit on to the left path graph. This operation is similar to an optical
circulator.
directional bias is possible when we consider an initial Gaussian wave-packet and complex coupling
weights.
3.3. Directional bias for a circulator graph
We now examine a combination of path and cycle graph, shown in figure 5, which we label as a CG. In
photonics, a circulator is a non-reciprocal device which has three ports A, B, and C. Light entering a port,
exits the next port e.g. A → B → C → A . . .. Such devices are used to decouple optical systems from
back-reflections and back-propagating noise. In the CG we will see that wave-packets injected onto the cycle
from the left path will flow to the right path along the top half of the cycle only. Wave-packets injected onto
the cycle from the right path will flow to the left path along the bottom half of the cycle only. This action is
very similar to that of an optical circulator. By tracking population in either the top or bottom halves of the
cycle one can measure both the direction of flow and amount of population moving between the two path
graphs.
In the graph depicted in figure 5, we have total 50 vertices, with a cycle graph of n = 30 vertices
connected to two path graphs of N = 10 vertices each. The complex weights of the edges are chosen the
same as in sections 3.1 and 3.2, except at the junction of cycle and the two paths. The wave-packet starts
near the left most end of the left path in Gaussian state centred at vertex 35, as in figure 6, with width
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Figure 6. Example of an initial Gaussian wave packet, centred at the middle of the left path chain with site occupation indicated
by the size of each disc.
Figure 7. Probability Pj of measuring the walker at a given vertex as a function of time for the combination of cycle and path
graphs with n = 30 vertices in cycle graphs and N = 10 in each of the two paths. We see that the wavepacket starts at t = 1 on
the left path (blue), moves onto the cycle graph and circulates clockwise (orange), moves out and back on the right path graph
(green), and again moves clockwise on the cycle graph (orange).
chosen as
√






Evolving the dynamics we find that wave-packet moves towards the junction of cycle and the left path
graph. Here the weighted edges are chosen such that the junction acts as a switch. Destructive and
constructive interference is engineered so that walker is aimed to move off the left path and towards the top






A31,1 = A1,31 = 1.
(14)
This directed transfer is achieved by adjusting the phases to achieve constructive and destructive
interference. As the wave-packet reaches the cycle-path junction on the right, they are directed to turn on to





A41,15 = A15,41 = 1,
A41,16 = A16,41 = 1.
(15)
As the walk evolves we plot the probability distribution as a function of time in figure 7. We see that when
the walker reaches vertex 31, they are directed towards vertex 1 and is prohibited to turn towards vertex 30.
The walker then moves steadily till vertex 15 and is then directed to turn left to vertex 41 and is stopped
from going to vertex 16. Once the walker hits the right end of the right path (vertex 50), they are reflected
and move back towards the cycle graph moving towards the left on the right hand path. At about t ∼ 100,
they are injected onto the cycle graph through vertices 15, 16 and 41, and are ‘circulated’ along the bottom
half of the cycle back towards the left path.
We explicitly plot the probability distribution for vertices 1, 30 and 31 in figure 8. We see that when the
walker reaches the vertex 31, they are directed to vertex 1 with high probability (red curve) and the
probability of transfer to vertex 30 (black curve) is very low. Similarly, we can see the comparison of
7
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Figure 8. Switching network connecting left path graph to the cycle graph: we plot the probability of occupation as a function of
time for vertices 31 (blue), 1 (red) and 30 (black). The phases of the connecting network is chosen to inject the incoming walker
to flow in a clockwise fashion on the cycle.
Figure 9. Switching network connecting right path graph to the cycle graph: we plot the probability of occupation as a function
of time for vertices 15 (blue), 41 (red) and 16 (black). Again the phases of the connecting network is chosen to inject the
incoming walker to flow in a clockwise fashion on the cycle.
probability distribution functions of vertices 15, 16 and 41 in figure 9. When the walker reaches the vertex
15, the transfer to vertex 16 is prohibited and the walker is directed to vertex 41, which appears as a peak in
red curve.
4. Detection of non-Markovian process
Quantum non-Markovianity of a channel is typically identified by information back-flow. Markovian
evolution involves information and energy being lost to a large environment in a manner which is never
returned to the system. In a non-Markovian open system the bath possesses some finite memory time and
there is some chance that information and energy will flow back into the system from the bath. We ask the
question: can one detect this energy back flow from the bath back into the system? In optical systems one
can use an optical circulator, to separate energy transport depending on the direction of transport. If one
could insert a similar type of device between a system and it’s environment then energy flowing into/from
the bath would be separated and identified. Excitations that entered back into the system after entering the
environment would indicate a non-Markovian environment. We specifically consider a zero-temperature
environment which initially has no excitations but which can be tuned to be non-Markovian or Markovian.
We wish to know, by looking at the energy transport and direction of energy flow between the system and
the environment, if the environment is non-Markovian. We will see that by connecting the system to the
environment via the above circulant graph, if the circulant graph records any energy flow along it’s bottom
portion, energy must be flowing back from the environment towards the system and the environment must
be non-Markovian.
We can exactly simulate any type of environment via the dynamics of a semi-infinite continuous QRW
[30]. To simulate a Markovian environment one considers injecting excitation at one end of this
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Figure 10. Model of a Markovian bath—the excitation exits the system (blue), into the cycle moving clockwise (red), and into
the semi-infinite environment (green), never to return to the system. We plot the probability of the walker at a given vertex for an
initial Gaussian packet with σ = 16/5 and centred at |ψ(0)〉 = |20〉. Here n = 16 vertices in cycle and N1 = 10 and N2 = 50 in
left (system) and right (environment) chain paths, respectively.
Figure 11. Modelling a non-Markovian bath: the wavepacket starts in the left (system) chain (blue), enters the CG and rotates
clockwise (red), then enters the right (environment) chain (green). By altering the coupling h38,39 = m, m = 1, at the time
T ∼ 130 some of the wavepacket is reflected back into the CG where it rotates clockwise (red), and enters back into the system
(blue). We choose (a) m = 1/2 and (b) m = 4. The vertex labels are the same as in figure 10.
semi-infinite chain at a rate much slower than the inter-site coupling on this semi-infinite chain. Energy
injected at end-site is then transported forever away from that end-site, never to return. Such semi-infinite
continuous QRWs have been used as Markovian environments to explore superradiance in harmonic
oscillators [31], or to experimentally control transport in photonic networks [32].
We now make the above discussion more concrete and consider the left path chain in figure 5, to be the
‘system’ and the right path chain to be the ‘environment’, and this right path chain will be semi-infinite in
length. We initialise the combined system + environment so that only the system sites are occupied. As time
progresses these initial excitations will evolve and some will move through the top portion of the circulator
in figure 5, and will enter the right path chain or environment. To simulate a Markovian environment we
consider the aforementioned case where the couplings on the semi-infinite environment QRW chain are
strong and all excitations injected onto this chain by the circulator move continually to the right on the
semi-infinite chain to never return. In this case the lower portion of the CG in figure 5, will never be
occupied.
By adjusting the specific couplings in the environment chain one can actually model any type of
non-Markovian bath coupled to the system [30], and in such cases energy and information will be
transferred back into the system from the environment and in doing so, they will be transported through
the lower portion of the CG. Thus, any occupation in the lower half of this CG is an indication that
excitations are returning from the environment and thus one can infer that the environment is
non-Markovian.
For simulations we consider the CG as before, with n = 16 vertices in the cycle, N1 = 10 in left path
chain (the system chain), and N2 = 50 in the right path chain (the longer environment chain). The
coupling weights are adjusted as before with uniform magnitudes hij = 1 ∀ i, j (3), and complex phases. The
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Figure 12. Momentum-position uncertainty where we choose an initial state which is highly localised in position. We plot the
occupation probability as a function of time when the initial state is localised at a single vertex, |ψ(0)〉 = |26〉. Evolution is
described on a (a) the cycle graph, and (b) path graph each with N = 51. The momentum is totally uncertain and the walker
moves with no directional bias.
Figure 13. Momentum-position uncertainty where we choose an initial state which is highly delocalised in position. We
consider identical dynamics to that shown in figure 12, but choose an initial state which is an equal superposition over all
verticies for the (a) cycle and (b) path graphs. We observe that a momentum bias develops by time T = 50.
Gaussian wave-packet is again initialised to have support only small system chain on left. Evolving the
Schrödinger equation, the wave-packet is transported along the upper half of the cycle, reaches the junction
with the longer environment chain on right and flows, as before, on to the environment chain. To model a
Markovian bath, where no information flows back to the system from the environment, we consider the
environment right chain to be very long, essentially semi-infinite. The wave-packet never reverses direction
and is never seen in the lower half of the CG, as shown in figure 10.
Information back-flow, or non-Markovian bath dynamics, can occur if the edge weights in the right
(environment), path chain are altered. We change the edge weights in the middle of right chain by taking
h38,39 = m, for the cases when m = 1/2 or m = 4 (the right path chain has N2 = 50 vertices). We see in
figure 11 that varying the weight m, at a location in the right environment path, disrupts the perfect flow of
the wavepacket to the right. Instead some portion of the wavepacket is reflected back towards the CG and
flows back to the left system chain along the lower half of the cycle. The non-Markovianity occurs when we
alter the perfect flow along the right environment chain i.e. when m = 1.
10
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5. Relationship with the uncertainty principle
We now uncover a deeper relation between the width of the Gaussian wave, σ, and a type of
position-momentum uncertainty principle. In the case when the walk is initialised at a single vertex,
analogous to a quantum particle with a certain position, we have complete uncertainty in the walker’s
momentum. This is illustrated in figure 12, which shows the probability of measuring the walker in time
propagating on either a complex weighted cycle or complex weighted path graph. The resulting dynamics
possesses a wide range of momenta, both positive and negative with no directional bias.
If the width σ = O(N), we have an analogous situation to a particle with complete uncertainty in its
position which gives completely certainty in its momentum. This is illustrated in figure 13 for the cycle and
path graphs where we choose an initial state which is completely delocalised. To model a semi-localised
excitation which exhibits a well defined momentum and is spatially localised we have found that numerical
results suggest that N20 < σ <
N
10 will suffice.
A caveat of this uncertainty principle relationship is that we can never practically achieve solitonic
directional propagation. Except in the extreme case of the equal superposition state (σ = O(N)) we will
always have some degree of dispersion in the travelling Gaussian wave-packet.
We thus surmise the existence of a class of initial states for our type of complex-weighted continuous
QRW which appear to be similar to minimum uncertainty states in quantum optics, e.g. coherent states,
whose transport has low dispersion and whose transport directionality can be well controlled.
6. Conclusions
We have proposed an experiment to achieve directed transfer in various graphs. Previously directed transfer
was either achieved by considering non-unitary evolution of an open quantum system [14], or by taking a
time-dependent Hamiltonian [15]. In this work we have found that through the use of an initial Gaussian
state and using complex graph couplings, we can achieve directed transfer in path and cycle graphs and in a
graph with a combination of the two.
We can completely suppress the transfer in a particular direction while enhancing it in a preferred
direction. In a combination of path and cycle graph, which we denote as the CG, the walker is shown to
occupy either the bottom or top half of the cycle depending on the direction of the packet’s flow. We used
this CG to demonstrate the non-Markovian nature of some type of environments—by inserting this
circulator between a system and environment, the direction of flow of excitation can be monitored via the
chiral-spatial nature of the CG transport. A non-Markovian environment will cause excitations to return to
the system—via the lower arm of the CG. Finally we studied a type of uncertainty principle associated with
using delocalised wavepackets to obtain a more certain momentum bias in the walker’s transport.
Although we have studied only specific types of graphs it would be interesting to explore whether
directed transport can be achieved within more general types of graphs using complex edge weights and
suitable initial states. In summary, the use of wave-packets and complex weights in quantum
graph-theoretic algorithms can provide a wealth of new phenomena such as biased transport and chiral
propagations.
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